GCSE English Language
Paper 2 Writers’ viewpoints and perspectives
The basics…
- This exam is 1 hour 45 minutes
- 45 minutes for Section A (writing Q5)
- 1 hour for Section B (reading Qs 1-4)
15 minutes to read both texts

45 minutes to answer Qs 1-4
- 2x non-fiction texts

16 marks
18 minutes

- Both whole texts.
- COMPARISON!
- You will always be directed to compare
the two writers’ viewpoints/feelings/
perspectives / experiences / ideas.
- The second bullet point in the question
always directs you to compare methods
used by the writers. You will need to
zoom in on effects of methods as well
as comparing viewpoints/feelings… you
must analyse how the two writers use
language to express their views.
- You will need to support ideas with
quotations from both texts.

A= pleasantly surprised!
impressed despite initial dread
1st person recount
Personal, anecdotal style

B= also impressed & enjoys the
fair. Positive about the many
attractions there.
2nd person direct address
Less personal, more
descriptive… but still has an
enthusiastic tone

Step 1…
A short introduction summarising/comparing the two
writers’ OVERALL views and writing style.
This ensures that you are meeting both requirements
(comparing viewpoints and analysing methods) from
the start!
A: What, overall, is the writers’ view?
B: What, overall is the writers’ view?

A&B: 1st person/2nd person/3rd person?
Personal/impersonal?
Serious/humorous/light-hearted/angry/
emotive/passionate/melancholy/
anecdotal/enthusiastic/descriptive

A= pleasantly surprised!
impressed despite initial dread
1st person recount
Personal, anecdotal style

B= also impressed & enjoys the
fair. Positive about the many
attractions there.
2nd person direct address
Less personal, more
descriptive… but still has an
enthusiastic tone

Laurie Lee, writing in third person in Source
A, feels that the mining disaster in Aberfan
was a shocking and dreadful event that
should never have been allowed to happen.
He writes in a dramatic, grave tone to
express his sorrow about the disaster. The
writer of Source B writes from a first person
perspective but also employs a quite
dramatic
tone
when
describing
the
earthquake. Though much less devastating
than the event in Aberfan, Source B’s writer
fears the consequences of future, more
dangerous earthquakes.

A= imagery at the start effectively
conveys her initial apprehension
about the festival… simile and
hyperbole suggest disgust!
However, language changes
halfway through the article…
becomes more positive… cites
other festival-goers to highlight
its positive aspects… adjective
‘brilliant’ and emphasis on
enjoyment: ‘cheerily’, ‘broad grins’

B= no change in tone/language…
positive and enthusiastic
throughout.
Positive adjective: ‘ attractive goods’
Long, listing sentence in lines 28-33
suggests exhilaration and complete
immersion in the atmosphere
Complimentary, hyperbolic
language: ‘foot it to perfection’

Step 2…
Go back to the two texts and zoom in on more
specific, precise aspects of the writers’
views/feelings, and on the methods they use to
convey them.

Day initially uses quite dismal imagery to convey her
first impression of Glastonbury; the simile she uses to
compare some of the festival-goers to ‘survivors of a
terrible natural disaster’, combined with the hyperbolic
language describing what she sees a ‘a scene of neartotal devastation’ effectively convey how unimpressed
she was to begin with. ‘disaster’ and ‘devastation’ are
both nouns with connotations of danger, suggesting she
didn’t feel safe there at first. However, halfway through
the article, her language changes and becomes much
more positive as she begins to enjoy the experience. By
the end, she is focusing on how much fun everybody is
having; she uses the positive adjective ‘brilliant’ to
describe people’s smiles and includes quotations from
others who are enjoying the festival and its ‘safe,
family-friendly atmosphere’ to highlight how safe and
fun it actually is. In contrast, Dickens does not express
a change in attitude in his text. He is enthusiastic,
impressed
and
positive
about
Greenwich
Fair
throughout; he describes the goods on display as
‘attractive’ – a positive adjective suggesting pleasure –
and, like Day, uses some hyperbolic language to
emphasise how remarkable the pantomime is when he
writes that the actors ‘foot it to perfection’. The noun
‘perfection’ suggests that nothing could be better, that
Dickens is captivated and enthralled by what he is
seeing.

Step 2…
Go back to the two texts and zoom in on more
specific, precise aspects of the writers’
views/feelings, and on the methods they use to
convey them.

Laurie Lee, writing in third person in Source
A, feels that the mining disaster in Aberfan
was a shocking and dreadful event that
should never have been allowed to happen.
He writes in a dramatic, grave tone to
express his sorrow about the disaster. The
writer of Source B writes from a first person
perspective but also employs a quite
dramatic
tone
when
describing
the
earthquake. Though much less devastating
than the event in Aberfan, Source B’s writer
fears the consequences of future, more
dangerous earthquakes.

